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Abstract

Visual field testing with automated perimetry is hampered by the amount of noise present in the readings. Here, we derive a

physiologically accurate spatial filter to be applied to the data after patient examination. The filter was tested by a Virtual Eye

computer simulation. By simulating series of stable fields it was shown that specificity of determining visual field changes was

improved; while simulating progressing fields (based on a map of the optic nerve head) it was shown that sensitivity was also

improved. The filter appears to reduce the noise in glaucomatous visual field data and may be clinically useful.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Reliable detection of glaucomatous visual field de-

fects, and follow-up of current defects to determine

whether they are spreading or deepening, is crucial for

correct management of patients. Yet this is extremely

difficult given the inaccuracy of threshold perimetry (in

terms of the high inter-test and intra-test variability) and

the various components of variability (or noise) associ-
ated with the perimetric process (Chauhan & House,

1991; Flammer, Drance, & Zulauf, 1984; Spenceley &

Henson, 1996; Spry & Johnson, 2002; Wild, Searle,

Dengler-Harles, & O’Neill, 1991). Therefore, it is sought

to find ways of reducing the noise present in the read-

ings. Reducing this noise is particularly relevant when

detecting visual field progression (Spry & Johnson,

2002): true change in a glaucomatous visual field has to
be larger than the noise before it becomes statistically
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distinguishable (Chauhan & Johnson, 1999; Heijl,
Lindgren, & Olsson, 1989). Improved methods of data

acquisition (Bengtsson, Olsson, Heijl, & Rootz�en, 1997)
have tended to focus on reducing the time of perimetric

examination rather than making the measurement more

accurate (Artes, Iwase, Ohno, Kitazawa, & Chauhan,

2002; Wild, Pacey, O’Neill, & Cunliffe, 1999). Carrying

out more readings during the testing procedure is also

clearly undesirable. Far better would be to process the
data in such a way that the noise would be reduced,

without any additional testing time. One way of doing

this relies on exploiting the relationships between the

actual sensitivities of different points; in essence, if one

point has a reduced sensitivity, then its neighbours are

more likely to also have reduced sensitivities. This

principle points towards spatial filtering of the data as a

possible solution.
Spatial filtering is a widely used image processing

technique used to improve the quality of digital infor-

mation. Spatial filtering applied to perimetric threshold

sensitivity values using a Gaussian filter (fully described

elsewhere by Crabb, Edgar, Fitzke, McNaught, &

Wynn, 1995; Fitzke, Crabb, McNaught, Edgar, &

Hitchings, 1995, and illustrated in Fig. 1) has been show

to reduce test–retest variability and reduce measurement
noise (Crabb, Fitzke, McNaught, Edgar, & Hitchings,
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Fig. 1. How the new sensitivity is calculated by the Gaussian filter. In

this method, the raw sensitivity value is replaced by one derived from a

linear combination of the sensitivities at the nine points in a square

centred on the point of interest. This is repeated for each point in the

field in turn, each time looking at the points in a square surrounding

the point of interest.
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1997). Moreover, benefits from post-test filtering of the

data are accrued without any extra patient testing or

alteration to the perimetric process.

However, there are problems with the basic Gaussian

filter when applied to perimetric data. The visual field

test locations, unlike say pixel values in digital images,
are not physiologically linked in a �grid-like’ fashion as

indicated by the matrix of values on the visual field chart

and the Gaussian filter takes no account of the actual

anatomical structure of the optic disc. For example,

glaucomatous defects are generally limited to either the

superior hemifield or the inferior hemifield; they rarely

cross the horizontal meridian that passes through the

fovea (Lachenmayr & Vivell, 1993). Yet the Gaussian
filtered value at a point adjacent to this meridian is

based in part on values from the opposite hemifield.

There is general (albeit vague) agreement about the

shape of the nerve fibre layer, and that the shapes of

glaucomatous defects follow the nerves; the Gaussian

filter ignores this information. It has been reported that

applying the Gaussian filter to data may reduce the

proportion of false positives (i.e. the number of healthy
points flagged as being part of a defect), but it also re-

duces the detection of true positives, blurring out true

defects (Spry, Johnson, Bates, Turpin, & Chauhan,

2002). This study aims to derive a filter taking into ac-

count the true structure of the retinal nerve fibre layer,

that will reduce the noise without obscuring true defects.
2. Methods

The work is based on a visual fields database con-

sisting of patients seen by the Moorfields Eye Hospital

Glaucoma Service in London, UK. This means that the
filter is based on, and designed for use in, a tertiary

glaucoma referral service. It would be feasible to utilise

the methods below to produce a filter for different sit-

uations, such as population screening events or general

ophthalmic clinical settings; however the process would

be hindered by the increased proportion of non-glau-

comatous defects. It would be expected that the results

would be extremely similar, although obviously that
cannot be definitively assumed without testing. The

database contains 98,821 visual fields, taken from 14,675

individual suspected glaucomatous patients. Fields were

measured using the Humphrey Visual Field Analyser

(Humphrey Instruments Inc., Dublin, California, USA).

The data goes back as far as 1985; it consists of both 30-

2 fields and more recently 24-2 fields (all standard white-

on-white, full threshold tests), although only complete
24-2 fields (the non-edge points in 30-2 fields) were used.

This database, consisting of around 5 million individual

threshold values, provides an excellent resource giving a

comprehensive and representative cross-section of all

tests carried out at glaucoma clinics. The database was

cleaned to remove duplicated visual fields; and each

patient given a unique ID number. This way, the data

was completely anonymised. Visual fields from right
eyes were transposed, and their mirror images used in-

stead as �left’ eyes.

2.1. Deriving the filter

When deriving the new filter, no patients were ex-

cluded. It was sought to use as representative a sample

as possible of all the patients entering the clinic, on an

‘‘intention-to-treat’’ basis. A filter derived purely on

data from glaucomatous patients may not be accurate

for healthy eyes, and vice-versa; so all available data was

used in the belief that this gives added weight to our

results. This means that the results are truly represen-
tative of the average test carried out in a glaucoma

clinic.

It is important to note that unreliable fields, or fields

from patients presenting at the glaucoma clinic who turn

out to have other pathologies (e.g. pituitary tumours,

myelinated nerve fibres etc.), were not removed from the

database prior to analysis. This is because we seek to

represent the typical test carried out at a glaucoma
clinic, and so these patients should not be ignored. The

principle of ‘‘intention-to-treat’’ is well founded, and is

very commonly used throughout the scientific and sta-

tistical literature. A further important distinction should

be drawn between using every available test from each

patient (making the results representative of the average

visual field test carried out in a glaucoma clinic) and

using one randomly selected field from each patient
(which would make the results representative of the

average patient seen by a glaucoma clinic). Since pa-

tients with true glaucoma would be expected to have
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more fields in the database than patients with other

pathologies, and since it is more important to deal with

patients with glaucoma who make repeated visits to the

clinic, the choice was made to use all the fields from each

patient.

First, the covariances and correlations between sen-

sitivities at each pair of points in the eye were found. For

the covariance between sensitivities at points A and B,

CovðSA; SBÞ ¼ EðSASBÞ � EðSAÞEðSBÞ ð1Þ
where EðSAÞ is the expected (mean) value of the sensi-
tivity at A, etc. Now, suppose we can accurately predict

the sensitivity at point A by a linear combination of the

sensitivities at all the other pointsbSA ¼ k1S1 þ k2S2 þ k3S3 þ � � � ð2Þ
for some constants k1; k2; . . .; then from Eq. (1),

CovðSA; SBÞ ¼
X
i

kiCovðSi; SBÞ ð3Þ

We choose to perform regressions on the covariances

in Eq. (3) rather than on the basic sensitivities in Eq. (2).

This is because an apparent relationship between two

points, X and Y say, may actually be the product of
relationships between each of these points and some

third point Z; looking at covariances takes account of

this second-order of complexity. Before performing

multiple regressions to find these coefficients ki for each
point A, a few constraints were placed on the regres-

sions. Firstly, each ki had to be non-negative. Secondly,

the expected predicted value must equal the expected

raw value for the filter to make sense; so

EðbSAÞ ¼
X
i

kiEðSiÞ ¼ EðSAÞ

Finally, if the correlation between the sensitivities at

point A and point i was low (less than 0.7), ki was set to
equal zero, as those points were considered to be unre-
lated (this was done mainly for computational reasons.

In tests on small samples with fewer points it had no

effect on the outcome; the regression still identified the

same points as being good predictors with associated

high values of ki. In fact a small minority of the ki were
constrained to be zero because of this rule; far more

were found to be zero after the regressions were carried

out).
So, for each point A, regressions were performed on

these series of equations (one equation for each point B)

to produce constants ki, and hence an algorithm for

predicting the sensitivity at point A based on those at

points elsewhere in the visual field.

The next stage is to produce the filtered value Sf
A for

the sensitivity at point A; which should be a combina-

tion of the predicted sensitivity and the raw sensitivity at
that point.

Sf
A ¼ cbSA þ ð1� cÞSA ð4Þ
The value of c in Eq. (4) will vary according to the

position in the eye; some points are more predictable

than others, and these points should have a corre-

spondingly high value of c, hence giving more weight to

the predicted value. (Note that in the Gaussian filter,

c ¼ 12=16 for all points not adjacent to either the edge

of the field or the blind spot, as shown in Fig. 1). Fur-

ther, the more points that are used in the prediction (i.e.
the greater the number of non-zero ki), the more accu-

rate this predicted value would be. Now, if the predic-

tions were entirely accurate, the variance of the filtered

value would be

VarðSf
AÞ ¼ VarðcbSA þ ð1� cÞSAÞ

¼ Var c
X
i

kiSi

 
þ ð1� cÞSA

!

¼ c2
X
i

k2i

 
þ ð1� cÞ2

!
r2 ð5Þ

where r2 is the variance of the noise at each point, as-
sumed for this to be constant throughout the eye. Now,

we want to choose c to minimise this variability in the

filtered value from Eq. (5), and so reduce the noise as

much as possible. Mathematically, the minimum of a

function occurs when its differential equals zero. So,

differentiating

d

dc
ðVarðSf

AÞÞ ¼ 2c
X
i

k2i

 
� 2ð1� cÞ

!
r2 ¼ 0

X
i

k2i

 
þ 1

!
ĉ ¼ 1

ĉ ¼
X
i

k2i

 
þ 1

!�1

ð6Þ

So, we have a prescription from Eq. (6) for choosing c
if the predicted values were completely accurate. How-

ever, this is clearly not the case; indeed, the predictions

at some points will be closer to the raw values than

elsewhere in the visual field. So, the correlations CorrA
between the predicted and raw values at each point A

were found by calculating the predicted sensitivity at
point A for each visual field in the database; so

CorrA ¼ CorrðSA; bSAÞ. This then provides a measure of

the predictability of point A; the higher this correlation

is, the more accurate the predicted sensitivity and so the

more weight should be given to it in the filter. Now, ĉ
was found in Eq. (6) based on the assumption that the

predicted values were 100% accurate; so in the final fil-

ter, the weighting given to the predicted sensitivity in the
filter is given by c ¼ ĉ� CorrA. So, having found the ki
for point A by multiple regressions (as described above),

the final filtering algorithm for point A is
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Sf
A ¼ CorrAP

i k
2
i þ 1

X
i

kiSi

 !
þ 1

�
� CorrAP

i k
2
i þ 1

�
SA ð7Þ

Obviously, the ki differ according to which point in the

visual field is being considered (point A); and so the

filter is, in effect, a matrix containing the coefficients for

filtering each point in the field, coefficients which vary

from point to point.
2.2. Testing the filter

Visual fields are typically followed over a number of
years to determine whether a suspected glaucomatous

defect is progressing or not. It is proposed that this

feature could provide an indication of the effectiveness

of the filter. Indeed, the Gaussian filter has previously

been shown to improve the consistency over time of

visual fields (Crabb et al., 1997), which is one important

aspect of reducing the noise.

Significantly, however, it has previously been re-
ported that although the Gaussian filter may reduce

noise, it also reduces the signal (Spry et al., 2002), i.e.

methods which use filtering will be less successful at

detecting localised defects than methods based on the

raw data. It was decided to investigate this by looking at

the effect of filtering on simulated visual field series,

using pointwise linear regression (PLR) as the testing

tool. The simulated data was generated by a previously
developed ‘‘Virtual Eye’’, fully described elsewhere

(Gardiner & Crabb, 2002a, 2002b). Briefly, this pro-

duces series of visual fields with known properties

(baseline sensitivity values, length of series, frequency of

testing, rates of loss) and adds noise by sampling ran-

domly from a normal distribution, mean zero and with a

standard deviation which increases (hence increasing the

amount of noise) as the underlying sensitivity decreases,
following a result from Henson, Chaundry, Artes,

Faragher, and Ansons (2000). Using this ‘‘Virtual Eye’’

simulation, series of six fields (from annual testing over

a period of 5 years) were simulated based on input noise-

free visual fields; the simulation adds random noise to

each of the six fields in the series. It was sought to make

these noise-free series as simple as possible, to simplify

and clarify the results obtained. So, each point in the
field was assigned as one of

1. Stable: the sensitivity remains constant at 30 dB

throughout the series, before noise is added.

2. Defective: the noise-free sensitivity is reduced by 2 dB

per year, from 30 to 20 dB over the 5 years.

3. Border: the noise-free sensitivity is reduced by 1 dB

per year, from 30 to 25 dB.

This process was first carried out on a �stable’ visual
field; i.e. one where all 54 points in the visual field
(including the two points coinciding with the blind spot)

were Stable. Next, localised defects were chosen with

reference to the map of the physiological optic nerve

head (ONH) locations for each visual field test point

produced by Garway-Heath, Poinoosawmy, Fitzke, and

Hitchings (2000). The rationale for using this map is that

localised defects are more likely to occur in clusters

determined by the anatomical entry position of nerve
fibre bundles into the optic disc. This rationale partly

satisfies the need for determining localised defects sep-

arate from one based on perimetric data alone, avoiding

the use of purely arbitrary and subjective defects. Using

the map, a �Central Point’ was chosen, and its location

in the ONH noted. This point and all other points lo-

cated within ±5 degrees of the Central Point in the ONH

were assigned as being Defective points with a glauco-
matous loss of 2 dB per year. Further points between 6

and 10 degrees away from the Central Point (in terms of

ONH location) were assigned as being Border points,

with a glaucomatous loss of 1 dB per year. Points else-

where in the eye were assumed to be Stable. Each of the

54 points in the standard visual field was considered in

turn as the Central Point, with the exceptions of the two

points forming the blind spot. Anderson’s criteria
(Anderson & Patella, 1999) define a clinically significant

progressing localised defect as being a cluster of three or

more points that have sensitivities occurring in fewer

that 5% of the normal population, at least one of which

must occur in less that 1% of the population, according

to the pattern deviation probability plot. Hence, local-

ised defects generated in this way which were found to

consist of fewer than three adjacent points, and there-
fore not constituting an identifiable defect according to

Anderson’s criteria, were separated out and will be

commented further upon later (this comprised six �de-
fects’ consisting of a solitary point, and six �defects’ of
just two points). Some examples of defects generated in

the manner described are shown in Fig. 2.

Finally, the process was carried out on a field with a

non-glaucomatous defect (as shown in Fig. 3), consist-
ing of three Defective points with one Border point at

each end. This was done in the hope that a filter de-

signed to identify glaucomatous defects will not pick up

defects which would not occur in glaucoma. Such a

defect may be genuine, caused by for example a neuro-

logical disease; but since the purpose of this work is to

more readily identify the existence and progression of

glaucomatous defects, and it is not designed for use
when other suspected conditions are being looked for, it

is desirable that such non-glaucomatous defects be

blurred out.

Each input series was simulated 5000 times. After

each run, points were tested to see whether they would

be flagged as progressing using a widely used PLR cri-

terion. PLR is fully described elsewhere (Fitzke, Hitch-

ings, Poinoosawmy, McNaught, & Crabb, 1996; Katz,



Fig. 2. The shapes of some of the 52 generated defects tested, superimposed onto a Humphrey 24-2 visual field. The black square in each case is the

Central Point. Dark grey squares represent the Defective points (within 5 degrees of the Central Point in the ONH); light grey squares represent the

Border points (between 6 and 10 degrees away from the Central Point in the ONH). The grey circle represents the location of the physiological blind

spot.

Fig. 3. The shape of the non-glaucomatous defect used, superimposed

onto a Humphrey 24-2 visual field. As before, the grey circle represents

the physiological blind spot.

Fig. 4. An illustration of the shape of the filter. The grey area repre-

sents the blind spot.
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Gilbert, Quigley, & Sommer, 1997; Smith, Katz, &

Quigley, 1996; Wild, Hutchings, Hussey, Flanagan, &

Trope, 1997) and is a form of change analysis whereby

each individual field location is tested to find its point-

wise rate of deterioration (slope) and a measure of sta-
tistical significance. The criteria for a progressive point

used in these simulation experiments were a deteriora-

tion of at least 1 dB per year, statistically significant at

the 1% level. This criteria has been used in published

studies (Membrey, Bunce, Poinoosawmy, Fitzke, &

Hitchings, 2001; Nouri-Mahdavi, Brigatti, Weitzman, &

Caprioli, 1997; Viswanathan et al., 1999) and is exam-

ined in detail elsewhere (Gardiner & Crabb, 2002b). This
analysis was repeated after filtering the noisy simulated

series using each of the Gaussian and our new filter. So

for each of the 5000 runs for each input series, the points

were tested three times. In this way, the sample proba-

bilities of the points being flagged as progressing based

on each of the Raw, Gaussian and Filtered data were

calculated. In the case of the input localised defects, the

probabilities of the Central Point being (correctly)
flagged as progressing in each case will hereafter be

referred to as the three Detection Rates for that defect.

The computational derivation of the filter, the virtual

eye simulation and additional statistical analyses were

carried out using purpose written programs developed in

S-PLUS for Windows (Insightful Corporation, Seattle,

USA.).
3. Results

3.1. Shape of the filter

The filter conforms to the accepted physiological

shape of the retinal nerve fibre layer. Fig. 4 shows the

points that are used to filter a few Central Points (i.e.

those points with a non-zero ki when the relevant Cen-

tral Point is �point A’ in the derivation above). If a point

is connected to the Central Point by a line, it indicates

that that point is a predictor for the Central Point; the

thicker the line, the larger the effect it has on the pre-
diction (i.e. the higher ki is for that point). The

remaining contribution to the filtered value comes from

the Central Point itself. It is seen that predictors are not

necessarily neighbours of the Central Point (as they

would be if the Gaussian filter was being considered),

but they follow the expected arcs. As seen in Fig. 1, this

diagram for the Gaussian filter would simply connect

each Central Point with all of its immediate neighbours.
Further, points on opposite sides of the horizontal

meridian only turn out to be significant predictors on

one occasion. This is very promising, since the deriva-

tion of the filter at no point took account of the relative
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positions of point in the visual field. The only location

where a point does turn out to be a significant predictor

of a point on the opposite side of the horizontal

meridian is at the nasal step. This observation is inter-

esting in itself, since nasal step defects are seen to cross

the horizontal meridian in clinical practice. One possible

explanation is the anatomical notion that some nerve

fibres from upper and lower hemiretinas interdigitate at
the temporal end of the horizontal raphe (Sakai, Ku-

niyoshi, Tsuzuki, Makoto, & Kawamura, 1987; Vrabec,

1966); alternatively, the phenomenon could be caused

by local effects from the glaucomatous process (e.g.

excitotoxicity) or a testing artefact. Also, the filter as

derived above always assigns a sensitivity of zero to the

point labelled in grey in Fig. 4, which corresponds to the

blind spot (10–15 degrees temporal of the fovea, just
below the horizontal meridian); again, this was not pre-

determined by the method of deriving the filtering

algorithm.
3.2. Effect of the filter

Clearly, the noisier the initial (raw) visual field is, the

more obvious to the naked eye will be the difference

caused by filtering. Finding suitable visual fields which

are noisy yet certainly have localised defects is near

impossible. The effects of the filter are frequently subtler;

although improvements undetectable when simply
viewing greyscales of the data may have much larger

effects over time when a computer analysis, such as PLR

(Fitzke et al., 1996) or the Glaucoma Change Proba-

bility (Heijl et al., 1991), is used. However, there are

cases when the benefits are clear for all to see. Fig. 5
Fig. 5. The effect of the new filter on a visual field exhibiting a scotoma

in the superior hemifield, compared with the effect of applying the

Gaussian filter to the same data.
shows a 24-2 greyscale from an eye, taken from a text-

book example (Budenz, 1997), noted as having moder-

ate to early glaucoma. There is a scotoma superior to the

nasal horizontal meridian partially obscured by the

noise present throughout the field. Filtering emphasises

this defect, at the same time as removing most of the

random noise elsewhere in the field. In contrast, the

Gaussian filter almost entirely blurs out this defect. Note
also that the new filter leaves the blind spot intact; the

Gaussian filter may or may not do so, depending on the

implementation.

3.3. Virtual eye simulation

When the stable eye was tested (i.e. one where, before

the addition of noise, all the points remain at a sensi-

tivity of 30 dB throughout, as described above), the

proportion of points still being flagged as progressing

(all of which are therefore false positives) fell dramati-

cally from 0.59% to 0.04% upon applying our new filter.

This is further evidence that the filter is reducing the
noise.

For each of the artificial localised defects based on

the ONH structure (illustrated in Fig. 2), the percentage

of the 5000 runs of the simulation which resulted in the

Central Point satisfying the standard criteria for pro-

gression under PLR (i.e. a slope of at least )1 dB per

year, statistically significant at the 1% level) was calcu-

lated. This percentage was found after the same 5000
noisy series had been filtered using the Gaussian filter

(marked as �Gaussian’), and using the new filter (marked

as �Filtered’), as well as before filtering (marked as

�Raw’). The results are shown in Fig. 6. The detection

rates for the Central Points vary considerably after fil-

tering, since they depend in part on the status of

neighbouring points; without any filtering, the detection

rates are consistently around 20% for the Central and
Defective points (which are deteriorating at 2 dB per

year) and around 8% for the Border points (which are

deteriorating at 1 dB per year). It is seen that in almost

all cases, the percentage of Central Points correctly

identified as progressing increased significantly after

filtering. Further, the new filter is performing much

better than the Gaussian filter in this regard; it was

common for defects to be blurred out by the Gaussian
filter. The mean detection rate for the localised defects

was 19.9% for the unfiltered, raw data; rising to 29.9%

after application of the Gaussian filter, and 38.0% after

using our new filter.

Of the 54 possible Central Points in the central visual

field, 14 resulted in defects consisting of fewer than three

adjacent points and so did not satisfy the criteria of

Anderson and Patella (1999) (comprising the two points
coinciding with the physiological blind spot, six solitary

point �defects’, and six two point �defects’). Because

they did not produce realistic glaucomatous defects



Fig. 6. Percentage of Central Points correctly flagged as progressing

for each of the tested defects. Each column contains three symbols,

representing the detection rates for the raw data, the data after

application of the Gaussian filter, and the rate after application of our

new filter; there is one column per point tested. The points have been

split into the two hemifields. The points are in each case shown in order

of increasing detection rate after application of the Gaussian filter

(rather than in order of location), to make the figure clearer to

understand.
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(according to this definition), results from these 14

Central Points are not included in Fig. 6. However, this
does not necessarily mean that these small defects were

not picked up. Indeed, the two-point localised defect in

the centre of the field next to the blind spot, illustrated

by the central field in Fig. 2, resulted in the detection

rate increasing from 19.9% to 37.1% after filtering.

Certainly, as with any type of spatial filtering, if a defect
Fig. 7. The five generated localised defects whose detection rate appears to be

lower line shows the points involved in the filtering algorithm for that particu

the filtered value for the Central Point.
consists of only one solitary point its detection rate will

decrease. However, one deteriorating location may not

constitute clinical glaucomatous progression.

Of more concern are the five Central Points for which

the detection rate in Fig. 6 appears to be reduced by

filtering. These five defects are those shown in Fig. 7. In

each case, the apparent reduction in the detection rate

caused by filtering is explained by the differences in
shape between the defect being tested (generated from

the ONH map) and the shape of the filter at that point

which is shown in the bottom row of Fig. 7 (generated

from visual field data). A large proportion of the filtered

value for the Central Point is based on points not

appearing in the defect; over 50% for defects A, D and

E, and between 40% and 50% for defects B and C. These

five isolated cases appear to behave in this way because
of the method used for generating simulated defects, and

are not necessarily reason to doubt the usefulness of the

filter. Furthermore, in the first three cases, the overall

detection rate taken over all the points which are dete-

riorating at 2 dB per year (the Central Point, represented

by the black square, and the Defective points repre-

sented by dark grey squares), rather than just the Cen-

tral Point, has actually improved. With defect A, the
average detection rate has in fact increased from 19.9%

to 29.1% after filtering (Gaussian: 22.3%); although the

Central Point itself is being flagged as progressing less

frequently, the rest of the defect is more likely to be

picked up, and so the overall detection rate has still

improved. Similarly for defect B, where the average has

increased from 19.6% to 21.5% (Gaussian: 23.6%); and

for defect C, where the average has increased from
20.1% to 31.5% (Gaussian: 26.9%).

The non-glaucomatous defect shown in Fig. 3 was

tested in the same way. Averaged over the three

Defective points, the filter reduced the percentage of

runs of the simulation which resulted in points being

flagged as progressing from 19.7% to 10.0%; in effect

blurring out non-glaucomatous defects, as hoped. The

Gaussian filter did not have this beneficial effect; in fact
it increased the proportion flagged from 19.7% to 29.6%.
reduced by filtering in Fig. 6, using the same symbols as in Fig. 2. The

lar Central Point; the thicker the line, the more effect the point has on
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4. Discussion

The principle of filtering real-world data is long

established as a tool for reducing noise. Indeed, even in

a standard measurement of the visual field with a

Humphrey perimeter, double determinations of the

sensitivity are carried out at certain points in the field;

and while this is done principally to provide an estimate
of the variability present in the readings, it also provides

a basic form of filtering, as clinicians may base their

judgment on the mean of these double determinations.

The semi-Bayesian approach of using the prior expected

sensitivity at a point to predict it before it is measured is

also utilised in the SITA algorithm (Bengtsson et al.,

1997). Spatial filtering, in the form of a Gaussian filter,

has also been applied to visual field data with the benefit
of reducing between test variability and improving the

predictability of future visual field changes (Crabb et al.,

1995, 1997; Fitzke et al., 1995). However, a recent study

using a computer simulation of progressive glaucoma-

tous visual field loss (Spry et al., 2002) concluded that

Gaussian filtering does not offer a consistent benefit over

the analysis of raw visual field data, and in some in-

stances significantly inhibits the ability to detect small,
gradual progressive field changes. In support of these

findings, our testing of the Gaussian filter on our

selection of localised defects also showed that, in some

cases, it blurred out smaller progressive defects. With

our new improved filtering algorithm, the detection of

progressing points not only did not worsen, but it

actually improved significantly, even in cases of small

clusters of progressing points. The new filter also offers
dramatic improvement in specificity when compared

with unfiltered fields (reducing the false positive rate

from 0.59% to 0.04%), vital for pointwise methods for

detecting progression. Indeed, a seemingly small

improvement in specificity may be more important than

a larger improvement in sensitivity (Gardiner & Crabb,

2002b) (although here we are in the happy position of

improving both!).
For any new method to become widespread in clinical

use, it must be widely tested and demonstrated to pro-

vide a notable improvement on the current methodol-

ogy. Opinions will naturally differ on what criteria are

necessary for such a new method to be adopted. In this

paper, a simulation method has been used to test the

filter. Simulation, which is becoming an increasingly

utilised tool in visual field problems (Gardiner & Crabb,
2002a, 2002b; Glass, Schaumberger, & Lachenmayr,

1995; Johnson, Chauhan, & Shapiro, 1992; Spenceley &

Henson, 1996; Spry, Bates, Johnson, & Chauhan, 2000;

Spry et al., 2002; Vesti, Spry, Chauhan, & Johnson,

2002), was used to test not only whether the noise was

being reduced by filtering, but also whether true local-

ised defects were being blurred out. The details of the

simulation used, and its benefits and disadvantages, are
discussed elsewhere (Gardiner & Crabb, 2002a, 2002b).

With any simulation, the results should be viewed

qualitatively rather than quantitatively, due to uncer-

tainty over such issues as the amount of noise used etc.

Nevertheless, these experiments have clearly shown that

defects are emphasised by the new filter, whilst there are

less false positives from stable points and non-glauco-

matous defects.
The use of a map of the ONH for generating localised

defects (Garway-Heath et al., 2000) has the notable

advantage that it is not wholly based on perimetric re-

sults, thus making it suitable for independently selecting

progressive defects. The rare instances of progressive

defects where the new filter did not emphasise progres-

sion may tell us more about that lack of relationship

between functional and structural change; or equally,
may be a result of correlations forged as part of the

testing strategy of the perimeter itself in establishing

thresholds. Some correlation between points, whether

contiguous or not, may well be the result of the testing

strategy and not of the physiological connections. It was

interesting to note that the perimetric data alone indi-

cated correlation between the two nasal points either

side of the horizontal meridian which is often noted
clinically (Sakai et al., 1987; Vrabec, 1966). The effect of

this is that the range of defects generated may not be

entirely realistic or comprehensive. Further, it means

that the detection rate being reduced by filtering in the

cases of two of the tested defects (defects D and E in Fig.

7) need not be considered a problem with the filter;

more, it may point to a difference between the structural

and functional maps of the eye at those points. It is
perfectly believable, and in fact to be expected, that

there will be a few points in the eye where the results

from this testing technique would not be perfect even if

the filter were. This is a limitation of using this method

for choosing realistic localised defects; yet this is pref-

erable to choosing defects in a completely subjective

manner based on common beliefs about visual fields,

which would be biased towards the expected shapes.
Naturally, any further testing is to be welcomed. It

would be desirable to also test whether or not localised

defects are blurred out by filtering by looking at the real

patient data. This is hampered by the lack of a definition

in the literature of what constitutes an expected defect;

progressing or otherwise (hence why our simulation uses

shapes of the localised defects generated by looking at a

physiological map of the ONH). One possibility which is
currently being considered is to look at the predictive

power of trend analysis methods, in the hope that this

power would increase once the data had been filtered;

however to do this would require a clean, independent

database, and so it has not been carried out to date.

Despite these inherent problems, and although the re-

sults of simulation should not be underestimated, they

still need to be confirmed by clinical observations.
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It should be emphasised that the filter described here

is designed solely for suspected glaucoma patients. It is

based on data from a glaucoma clinic, and so resembles

the shapes of glaucomatous defects. This means that it is

unsuitable for use when other conditions are suspected;

neurological defects, for example, will be blurred out by

the use of this filter, as demonstrated by the effect of the

filter on the defect shown in Fig. 3. Of course, when the
issue is whether the patient has glaucoma or not, or

whether their glaucoma is progressing, it is entirely

desirable that non-glaucomatous defects be blurred out.

Even without further testing, there is sufficient evi-

dence presented here to say that the new filter shows

clinical potential, especially since it requires no changing

of visual field testing or extra patient test time. It is to be

hoped that the filter technique described here could in
the future become a widely accepted tool in glaucoma

clinics.
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